Applications are reviewed based on quality of submittal, level of CPSE engagement, level of fire and emergency service engagement, level of community engagement, commitment to continual learning, professional and ethical comportment, and individuals’ rounding out of commission.
Vacancy occurs

Applications are reviewed based on quality of submittal, level of CPSE engagement, level of fire and emergency service engagement, level of community engagement, commitment to continual learning, professional and ethical comportment, and individuals’ rounding out of commission.

Receive letter of interest and resume from interest candidates

Commission Chair, Vice Chair, and Program Manager (PM) interview finalists and select individual

Review applications based on established criteria*

CEO processes ballot for board approval

CEO notifies individual of their appointment

Staff updates records, conducts orientation, and publicly notices appointment

*Applications are reviewed based on quality of submittal, level of CPSE engagement, level of fire and emergency service engagement, level of community engagement, commitment to continual learning, professional and ethical comportment, and individuals’ rounding out of commission.
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